Most EFL curricula, irrespective of the variety of English they seek to impart, have little time for cultural values, focusing instead on "Culture with a capital C," i.e., history, geography, cultural heritage, folklore, etc. Applied ethnolinguistics is a relatively new framework that has been developed to curb the trend. It consists of a number of pathways that can be replicated by advanced language students eager to increase their awareness of potentially unfamiliar cultural values. One of the pathways, ethnorhetorics (the study of culturally salient figures of speech), will be illustrated here with data drawn from Australian English. The focus will be on the tall poppy metaphor. A few pointers at its cultural saliency and a brief look at where tall poppies are typically found will be followed by a more linguistically oriented analysis. On the basis of the evidence gathered, we will formulate a hypothesis about cultural values which (at least from the students' point of view) is in need of further corroboration. This requires a different pathway, known as ethnoaxiology, which will not be illustrated in this paper; a few pointers will be provided instead.
Introduction
No 'fair dinkum' Australian is unfamiliar with the metaphorical meaning of the term tall poppy. Elsewhere in the English-speaking world, except in New Zealand, the tall poppy metaphor is not as solidly established; in the land down under, however, it appears to be 1 The tall poppy phenomenon is a topic I have written about extensively in the past (Peeters 2003 (Peeters , 2004a (Peeters , 2004b (Peeters , 2004c , always with special reference to Australia. The current paper once again focuses on the land down under. I gratefully acknowledge permission to use the resources at the Australian National Dictionary Centre (Canberra).
symptomatic of a widespread underlying cultural value. For migrants and overseas students, especially those whose first language is not English, this is important information; sadly, most EFL curricula, irrespective of the variety of English they impart, have little time for cultural values, focusing instead (apart from communicative competence) on "Culture with a capital C," i.e., history, geography, cultural heritage, folklore, etc. This one-sidedness is also found in many other language curricula. It needs to be tackled head on, as it may result in severe culture shock when students and migrants travel to the country whose language they have studied. Applied ethnolinguistics (Peeters 2013 (Peeters , 2015 ) is a framework that has been developed to curb the trend.
Our aim is to show that in many instances--this being one of them--different ways of thinking and different cultural values appear to be tied up with different ways of speaking. A closer look at the tall poppy metaphor and at the most common phrases it enters into is therefore likely to increase our awareness of Australian cultural values. An exercise in ethnorhetorics such as the one we are about to embark on provides the structures and ideas for an enriching classroom experience, but not necessarily the material, which may have to be updated or freshly resourced to ensure its currency and relevance for language learners at the time of their learning. Ethnorhetorics is the applied ethnolinguistic pathway that takes a figure of speech (e.g., a metaphor) as its starting point, looks at how it is used and, on the basis of the evidence gathered, formulates a hypothesis which (at least from the students' point of view) is in need of further corroboration. In the case at hand, the hypothesis relates to the cultural value underpinning the Australian discourse about tall poppies. Its corroboration requires an ethnoaxiological approach (with ethnoaxiology being another branch of applied ethnolinguistics), which will not be undertaken here. A few pointers will be provided instead.
Tall poppy testimonies
Ethnorhetorics starts off with a sample of comments or testimonies providing a preliminary indication not only of the cultural salience of the figure of speech selected for scrutiny, but also of its meaning. The testimonies can come from cultural insiders (i.e., members of the languaculture), cultural outsiders (non-members), or both. In the case at hand, the former are native speakers of Australian English; the latter are non-Australians living in Australia or
abroad. In what follows, we limit ourselves to testimonies from cultural outsiders contained in press articles written in a number of languages.
English language accounts

Recent testimonies by cultural outsiders writing in English include those of Irishman John
Masterson and US diplomat Joe Kaesshaefer:
I worked in Australia a good while back, and you used to hear a lot about the Tall Poppy Syndrome. Basically it meant that whenever an Aussie stood out from the crowd a bit there was a queue of people ready to chop them down to size. 
Foreign language accounts
Cultural outsiders writing about Australia in languages other than English frequently refer to Australia's tall poppy syndrome and/or provide definitions of what a tall poppy is. The following examples, all less than ten years old, are taken from (Brazilian) Portuguese, German, and Italian sources. "In Australia, there is the term "Tall Poppy Syndrome". A tall poppy protrudes from the cornfield and is therefore most likely cut. In sociology, the term refers to a successful individual who engages in over-exposure and is met with Schadenfreude when he or she ultimately falls."
Suspeita
Tall poppies in the Australian languaculture
Tall poppies are found in many areas of public life, including the education system, business, politics, and sports.
Tall poppies in the education system
In Australia, intellectual achievement is often frowned upon, especially at pre-tertiary level.
Both at the primary level (Burnett 2001; Burnett, & Mandel 2010) and in secondary schools (Archard 2011) , students who know all the answers and show too much enthusiasm are at risk of being ostracized by their classmates. Similar practices may well occur in other countries; however, in Australia more than elsewhere, they are likely to remain widespread and have the potential to persist throughout the entire education system as a result of adolescent exposure to the media (O'Neill et al. 2014: 212) , which report on tall poppy behaviors whenever and wherever they occur. This is not to say that the teachers themselves are entirely beyond reproach. Some of them may harbor their own "hostile views of gifted students" (Geake & Gross 2008: 218) ; they may feel threatened by unusual talent and bear down on those who display it. Such attitudes have been documented for some time (see Peeters 2004a: 14--15) . Although, in recent years, efforts to eradicate bullying by peers and teachers have been on the increase, psychological effects in later life remain commonplace, both in terms of the care taken not to shine above others and of the desire to criticize those who do.
Tall poppies in the business world
Business expert Jana Matthews deplores the reluctance of many Australian CEOs to share their success stories: "I don't know if it's [due to] 'Tall Poppy Syndrome'," she confided to the Australian Business Review Weekly on 22 October 2014. It probably is. In the past, many business leaders have paid the price for behaviors that single them out for attention and criticism (Peeters 2004b: 83) , so much so that academic researchers are now increasingly documenting the rise and fall of the most notorious cases, e.g., Rodney Adler (see Cheng & Seeger 2012) and Sol Trujillo (see Shields & Harvey 2010 
Tall poppies in the sports arena
In spite of a widespread perception to the contrary, inspired no doubt by the country's love affair with sports, even Australia's top sports people are not immune from the tall poppy threat, as documented in Peeters (2004b: 76--83) . At the very most, for reasons to do with merit, athletes and sports people are perhaps less likely to be treated as tall poppies and more likely to be celebrated than high achievers in other areas, in which status is often perceived to be undeserved, based as it is on power rather than skill.
There is, however, another factor at play as well. The different treatment enjoyed by many sports people also has to do with the well-known fact that Australians are able to identify with and be inspired by their sports heroes in ways they cannot identify with or be inspired by politicians or business leaders. They are less tempted to find fault with the former, but will happily scrutinize the latter. Regardless, Australia's sports stars are cut down if their countrymen feel there are reasons for them to be dealt with in this way. Cricket legend Don Bradman, tennis hero Pat Rafter, and swimming great Kieren Perkins, to name but a few, have all been referred to as tall poppies, but for their reputation at least there has been no long-term damage--something that cannot be said about others.
Linguistic analysis
We now turn our attention to language matters, and examine how Australian English captures the way its speakers think about tall poppies. Overall, the prototypical tall poppy very much remains an object of dislike in Australia. High achievers whose accomplishments are praised and who are treated with respect are not normally called tall poppies. The term is almost always reserved for those who are deemed not to deserve the respect that they, no doubt, think they do deserve. The analysis that follows will further corroborate these impressions.
Tall poppies in Australian English dictionaries
The forthcoming second edition of the Australian National Dictionary (AND) appears set to maintain the first edition's definition of a tall poppy as "a person who is conspicuously successful; freq. one whose distinction, rank, or wealth attracts envious notice or hostility" (Ramson 1988: 494) . Research carried out in the last fifteen years suggests however that the "freq." which introduces the second part of the definition may well be an overstatement. It is certainly the case that envy has often been singled out by high achievers as a trigger for the treatment they receive; on the other hand, the idea that such treatment is frequently inspired by this dark force does have a certain currency among contemporary Australian academics separate meanings is still with us today, especially whenever reference is made to a business leader or an entrepreneur. On the other hand, there is enough overlap between the two meanings to question the need to posit polysemy and to justify Ely's (1984: 104) reference, based on an early edition of the DAC, to a single "basic connotation" involving "a person who, in an implied or stated context of activity, and on an implied or stated measure, stands much higher than most others." Once again, neither the DAC nor Ely (1984) refer to the pejorative connotation highlighted in the AND.
One last dictionary definition deserves a mention, even though it is less recent. Like the AND and the Macquarie Dictionary, Johansen's (1996) Penguin Book of Australian Slang provides a two-part paraphrase (with an en dash serving as the separator). There is a reference to the pejorative overtone in the second part. Unlike the AND, however, envy is not mentioned. Instead, the definition talks about a "very important person; influential person;
person with status--often held in contempt by others, who try to bring about this person's downfall or ruin" (Johansen 1996: 414) . Of all the dictionary definitions surveyed, Johansen's appears to be the most accurate, although it, too, remains incomplete.
Tall poppies: a complementary historical sketch
The oldest known usage, in an Australian print publication, of the term tall poppy referring to a person appears in an article titled "The 'honour' of knighthood," published in the Sydney- Johansen 1996) . Thus, the apparently more recent usage posited in the DAC actually predates the one referring to high income (which the AND traces back to 1902, the date of the first and oldest of its illustrative quotes).
According to the DAC (Wilkes 2008: 288) , it was not until the 1930s that the term was given currency, thanks particularly to New South Wales premier J. T. Lang, who introduced a bill intended to put a cap of £10 a week on all government salaries. In a book published some forty years later, Lang (1970: 147) recalls how he "referred to those being paid more than that amount as the 'tall poppies'." Understandably, the proposed legislation caused quite a stir, and the term, used on several occasions in the NSW Parliament and in the daily press, was all of a sudden here to stay--mostly with predominantly negative overtones.
Interestingly, though, as of the 1970s, efforts were made to reverse the negative overtones.
The emblematic elevation of the so-called Flanders poppy, artificial specimens of which are commonly worn on Remembrance Day in commemoration of the Allied troops killed during World War I, possibly contributed to the spread of the so-called "commendative uses" (Ely 1984 : 105) of an existing metaphor: after the war, the Flanders poppy had indeed "come to symbolize the warrior cut down in a good cause, and so could be easily extended as a symbol of hero-martyrs generally" (Ely 1984: 105) . At the end of the 1980s, Australian sentiment about tall poppies became the topic of intense and pioneering research primarily carried out by social psychologist Norman Feather, who continues, in publication after publication, to use the term in a neutral way. For him, it is synonymous with the term high achiever; the two often appear together, linked by the conjunction or, and negative or positive overtones are contextually determined rather than inherent. Feather's references to "unpleasant" and "boastful" tall poppies are quasi-tautological; those to "quiet," "modest," and "likeable" tall poppies are oxymoronic.
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The trend aimed at reversing the connotations of the term tall poppy continues to the present day, even though, in everyday Australian English, describing someone as a tall poppy remains far from a compliment. The ongoing trend is reflected in the Tall Poppies record label, the Cairns-based Tall Poppies band, and also the annual Australia-wide Tall Poppy Campaign. The latter is endorsed at the highest levels of government, but woefully underpromoted; in several Australian states, it has led to the establishment of an annual Tall Poppy
Day and the conferral of Tall Poppy Awards as well as Young Tall Poppy Science Awards to the most deserving and most promising scientists--most of whom remain, however, less widely known than those who risk being referred to as tall poppies in the pejorative sense.
Australians have never been known for giving their scientists the treatment they reserve for some of their politicians, entrepreneurs, and, to a lesser extent, sports people. They have been known for failing to give their men and women of science the recognition they deserve for the important role they play and the groundbreaking discoveries they make.
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One wonders whether it is the ongoing efforts aimed at a revaluation of the term tall poppy that have led Wierzbicka (2002 Wierzbicka ( : 1170 Wierzbicka ( --1171 to list the phrases "it is not very good to be a tall poppy" and "it is bad to bignote oneself" (italics added) among the best clues to "genuine Australian cultural scripts." Popular wisdom, she claims, "does not hold that it is bad to be a 'tall poppy' but rather, that it is not as good as 'some people' might think" (Wierzbicka 2002 (Wierzbicka : 1170 (Wierzbicka --1171 . My own research suggests that, according to 'popular wisdom', it is as bad to be a tall poppy as it is to bignote oneself. The rehabilitation of the term tall poppy remains very much an uphill battle; its progress is slow and remains largely unnoticed. These days, the phrase tall poppy typically refers to status seekers who, on the basis of unwarranted selfadulation, itself a consequence of success, amassed fortune, or fame, have become a target for criticism; it also refers to individuals (most commonly business leaders) who, overcome by success, amassed fortune, or fame, and on the mistaken assumption that they are above the law, have engaged in unlawful behavior only to find that, eventually, the law catches up with them as well. Tall poppies tend to be seen as braggers and/or egotists, people who, to use an evocative French expression, fart higher than their arses. This kind of arrogance is ultimately what attracts the ire of the average Australian. Those who indulge in ego trips that are either too frequent or simply over the top soon meet with public wrath.
Tall poppies: an explication in natural semantic metalanguage (NSM)
The most common meaning, in Australian English, of the term tall poppy can be found in [A] below.
[A] is a semantic explication formulated in NSM, an empirically tested, universally intelligible, and unambiguously translatable natural semantic metalanguage (NSM) intended to improve on the culturally specific descriptions that abound in the literature. The latest table of semantic primes can be found at the end of the paper; for more information on NSM, readers are referred to the introduction to this special issue. harbor; these thoughts relate, on the one hand, to how they see themselves and to what they feel their special status entitles them to, and on the other hand, to how they want to be perceived by others. Component i spells out that these are bad thoughts; it is a direct reference to the Australian antipathy towards tall poppies in general.
Why poppies?
Why, of all things, did James Wilberforce Stephen, J. T. Lang, and others refer to tall poppies rather than any other kind of flowers (or anything else that sticks out)? The answer, which may surprise, brings us all the way back to Roman antiquity, to a story reported, among others, by Livy (Titus Livius, born around 60 BC, died 17 AD; for a list of other loci, see It is far more likely that nineteenth-century Australians knew about the story thanks to references to it in newspapers of the day. A few examples will suffice. On 16 December 1854,
The Empire reported on the deadly effects of typhus and cholera, which, "besides weeding out from the soil of life the obviously diseased and debilitated, seem to take a malignant delight in striking at the apparently sound and fair--as if they had received the instruction given by the Australian behavior is the image that is used. The meaning conveyed is not the same: whereas the ancient lopping of poppies was symbolic of murder, its modern counterpart involves no bloodshed whatsoever, so much so that tall poppies can occasionally make a comeback and scale new heights after having been cut down. Another difference is that in ancient times the parties involved were direct rivals, whereas nowadays we are dealing more often than not with attacks in a non-competitive situation, usually from a safe distance. I took all this as an indication that the connection was tenuous at best and that the common imagery was pure coincidence, since the poppy is a fairly common flower, with many varieties found in many parts of the world, including Australia. On current evidence, my earlier claim that the question of the origin of the tall poppy metaphor has no answer other than the human tendency towards expressivity, and the natural reliance on common aspects of the human environment to service that tendency, is untenable. The 'Livy connection', however tenuous it may look, is real and not to be dismissed.
Verb phrases involving tall poppies
Unless stated otherwise, all examples quoted in this section and the next (sometimes with a few omissions) were found in Australian newspapers published in 2014. They are taken from press articles, letters to the editor, and other reactions from readers such as impressions left on newspaper websites and subsequently printed in the newspapers themselves.
Cut the tall poppies down (to size). Cut down--or cut down to size--is the verb most
commonly associated with tall poppies in the Australian psyche.
(1) Cutting down a tall poppy is as Australian as enjoying a meat pie and a VB.
(Geelong Advertiser, 11 July) Pull out is illustrated in Peeters (2004a Peeters ( , 2004c , which leaves topple: Peeters (2004a) and point in the same direction as the references to sport, pastime, and tradition.
Nominal compounds
Nominal compounds involving the term tall poppy include tall poppy syndrome, tall poppy stuff, tall poppy treatment, tall poppy mentality, tall poppy business, and probably a few more.
Of these, tall poppy syndrome is by far the most common. It is singled out for further comment in what follows.
Tall poppy syndrome. "Tall Poppy Syndrome (TPS)
, an Australian cultural expression, describes a 'disease' that feeds on the belief that anyone who appears to represent success, high ability, or admirable qualities must be attacked, demeaned, and cut down to the common level" (Mancl & Penington 2011: 79) . From a linguistic angle, regardless of the scare quotes, the reference to a disease in this American definition (based on Australian research by Norman Feather and myself) is quite appropriate. Historically speaking, the term syndrome was first used in the medical sciences, as early as the mid-sixteenth century, to refer to a number of symptoms occurring together. Its adoption by psychologists in the 1950s served as a trigger for a more widespread use, so much so that, nowadays, according to the American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, the term is employed with reference not only to a complex of symptoms that, collectively, betray the presence of a disease, a psychological disorder, or indeed any undesirable or abnormal condition, but to any kind of distinctive behavioral pattern, such as TPS. 7 Archard (2011) , who has researched TPS in a secondary school setting (see section 3.1), mistakenly defines it as "the fear of standing out from the crowd." She turns the condition on its head. Top students who fear standing out from the crowd will tend to take precautions in order not to be cut down. Their fellow students are the ones who succumb to TPS, which consists in actively pursuing anyone who does stand out.
The cartoon depicting Cate Blanchett in a demeaning fashion post Oscars was a prime example of 'cutting down the tall poppy syndrome'.
The shorter and much more common phrase tall poppy syndrome can be further illustrated as follows: Goddard & Wierzbicka 2009 ). However, regardless of whether tall poppies are cut, chopped, lopped, mowed, pruned, or whatever, the outcome is the same.
Differences that matter at a non-metaphorical level cease to be relevant when we are dealing with a metaphorical interpretation.
[ (top, flower, ground, sharp) , which is to be expected (Goddard 2010) in the case of NSM explications involving either concrete nouns (such as poppy--the flower), physical activity verbs (such as cut), or both.
A cultural value up for scrutiny: egalitarianism
What can foreign language learners seeking to acquire advanced linguistic and sociocultural competence in Australian English learn from the widely held view that Australians suffer from tall poppy syndrome and tend to cut their tall poppies down? A detailed ethnorhetorical study of the tall poppy metaphor must inevitably lead to the conclusion that there is an important Australian cultural value at play here, which advanced students will no doubt be able to identify using terms such as equality or egalitarianism.
On the basis of the evidence gathered, the assumed cultural value is but a hypothesis in need of corroboration (see below). However, as it turns out, there is a large body of literature pointing to or dealing with Australian egalitarianism, or indeed the lack thereof. Historian John Hirst (2009: 301) provides a good starting point to make sense of this contradiction:
Some people claim that Australian society is not egalitarian because there are wide differences of income, which may now be getting wider. This misses the point of Australian egalitarianism. It is the way Australians blot out differences when people meet face to face. They talk to each other as if they are equals and they will put down anyone claiming social superiority. It is the feel of Australian society that is so markedly egalitarian, not its social structure.
Hirst has repeatedly identified Australian egalitarianism, a long-standing part of Australia's social fabric, as an "egalitarianism of manners" (e.g., Hirst 1988 Hirst : 74, 1998 Hirst : 208, 2009 . Egalitarianism, Australian style, does not mean that Australians are discouraged from reaching for the stars, provided ambitions, once achieved, do not result in arrogance or a display of superiority. Nor does it mean there is anything wrong with the pursuit of success, provided it goes hand in hand with an awareness that nobody is entitled to special status once success has been achieved. Generally speaking, Australians do not resent success, whether it be their own or someone else's. What they do resent is success and achievement going hand in hand with the conspicuous bragging and egotistical behavior that turns a high achiever into a (prototypical) tall poppy. This is expressed in cultural scripts [C] Wierzbicka (2002 Wierzbicka ( : 1194 Wierzbicka ( --1195 and updated by Goddard (2006 Goddard ( : 68, 2009 English, it is commonly said that tall poppies are too big for their boots or that they need to pull their head in. Failure to do so may result in high achievers being targeted by TPS; as pointed out by Goddard (2006: 68) , "conspicuous self-promotion, efforts to impress, or merely seeking recognition of one's special achievements are likely to win only scorn in the Aussie ethos … while conversely efforts at modesty and self-deprecation are admired."
Pomposity, self-adulation, and the desire to impress are all cardinal sins in a country where not taking yourself too seriously (Goddard 2009; Sinkeviciute 2014 ) is an important cultural norm, which differs from the norm or norms that exist elsewhere in the Anglo world, even though the same or similar words are used. No matter how successful Australians are, their ultimate aim must always remain to be like everyone else, not to assume they are special and not to expect anyone else to assume this about them.
From an applied ethnolinguistics point of view, the words and phrases listed above can be put to good use in an ethnoaxiological corroboration of the cultural value of egalitarianism: their negative connotations, which (unlike those of the term tall poppy) remain strong and stable, can be seen as additional evidence in favor of that cultural value, which is very prominent in the Australian English languaculture. There are many other forms of linguistic and non-linguistic evidence that could be used; among the most striking are the "solidarity practices" (Goddard 2006: 68) observed not only in informal settings (e.g., shortened given names such as Libs and Loz for Libby and Lauren, or modified surnames such as Jonesie and
Fergo for Jones and Ferguson) but also in selected formal environments (e.g., the insistence 8 AusE wanker comes from the colloquial verb wank "masturbate." Stollznow (2004: 7) notes that "due to [the] original reference to sexual gratification becoming analogous to 'satisfying' one's ego and vanity by bragging,"
wank and being a wanker are now metaphors referring to "behaviour that is egotistical and self-indulgent." Her list of related verbs includes to be full of it and to have tickets on oneself; she also quotes the acronym figjam (i.e., fuck I'm good just ask me) (Stollznow 2004: 8) .
on the immediate use of first names, even when, strictly speaking, a relationship is set to remain 'vertical' for quite a while to come).
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For now, the conclusion must be that the detailed cultural and linguistic study of an Australian phenomenon as obvious as TPS is bound to draw our attention to (or remind us of) the Australian aversion for conspicuous pride or ambition, or for any form of behavior that someone either feels entitled to, or expects to get away with, on the basis of success. 
Notes:
• Primes exist as the meanings of lexical units (not at the level of lexemes) • Exponents of primes may be words, bound morphemes, or phrasemes • They can be formally complex • They can have language-specific combinatorial variants (allolexes, indicated with ~) • Each prime has wellspecified syntactic (combinatorial) properties.
